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OOP with Microsoft Visual Basic .NET and Microsoft Visual C# StepMicrosoft Press, 2002
Microsoft Visual Basic developers have long clamored for complete objectoriented
language support. Microsoft Visual Basic .NET supports all the features of an objectoriented
language. In addition, the entire Microsoft .NET Framework, which includes the
development support for Microsoft Windows applications, Web applications, Web...
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MCSE Planning and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure: Exam 70-293 Study GuideSyngress Publishing, 2003
The MCSE Planning and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure (Exam 70-293) Study Guide is a one-of-a-kind integration of text, and Web-based exam simulation and remediation. This system gives you 100% coverage of the official Microsoft 70-293 exam objectives.

	Completely Guaranteed Coverage of All...
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Final Cut Pro HD Hands-On TrainingPeachpit Press, 2004
As the first volume in Lynda Weinman's acclaimed HOT (Hands-On Training) series to cover Apple's video editing powerhouse, this is the guide you've been waiting for! In these pages, you'll find a series of hands-on tutorials that guide you through all stages of editing video with Final Cut Pro HD. As you follow the book's step-by-step instructions...
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Americans at Work: A Cultural Guide to the Can-Do PeopleIntercultural Press, 2004
Whether you work with Americans face-to-face, communicate with them via telephone or e-mail, or interact together in a virtual team, this book reveals the subtle and not-so-subtle aspects of American culture in the workplace.

Best-selling author Craig Storti provides historical perspectives and explanations of the six most important...
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HVDC and FACTS Controllers: Applications of Static Converters in Power Systems (Power Electronics and Power Systems)Springer, 2004
HVDC and FACTS Controllers: Applications of Static Converters in Power Systems focuses on the technical advances and developments that have taken place in the past ten years or so in the fields of High Voltage DC transmission and Flexible AC transmission systems. These advances (in HVDC transmission and FACTS) have added a new dimension to power...
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CSS Instant Results (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
With the latest generation of modern browsers expanding support for CSS 3, it is an exciting time in the CSS world. Featuring ten ready-to-use projects on the book's CD-ROM, this helpful reference dives into working code so you can rapidly master the increasingly diverse applications web designers can use with CSS, including some that previously...
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The HP Virtual Server Environment: Making the Adaptive Enterprise Vision a Reality in Your DatacenterPrentice Hall, 2005
Use HP virtualization to maximize IT service quality, agility, and value 
	
    	Includes coverage of HP's new Integrity Virtual Machines, Global Workload Manager, Virtualization Manager, and Capacity Advisor

    
	
    	Plan, implement, and manage virtualization to drive maximum business...
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Understanding .NET: A Tutorial and AnalysisAddison Wesley, 2002
Microsoft's .NET is a collection of new technologies that are revolutionizing Windows-based software development. A major theme of .NET is the idea of Web services, allowing software to communicate directly with other software using Internet technologies. The .NET Framework and Visual Studio.NET, two more core aspects of this initiative, provide...
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Making WIN32 Applications MobileJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A key resource to learn how to repurpose Windows applications for handheld devices
When handheld computers were power-hungry and memory-poor, synchronizing calendars and perhaps reading e-mail were all the applications most people needed. Now that handhelds have more power than first-generation desktop computers, the opportunity to do more than...
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Pro Hibernate 3 (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2005
Pro Hibernate 3 is the first book to offer complete coverage of the open source lightweight Hibernate 3 and its new features. Authors Dave Minter and Jeff Linwood discuss the new persistence layer and share design tips and best practices. And the duo goes beyond just explaining "how to" use parts of Hibernate; they probe well...
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iText in Action: Creating and Manipulating PDFManning Publications, 2006
Imagine a publisher who wants to "stamp" his ebooks on the fly with the name of the buyer (to discourage sharing). Such a publisher would (and we know one who does) use iText for the task. Developers looking to enhance web- and other applications with dynamic PDF document generation and/or manipulation will find this book unique in...
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Formal Syntax and Semantics of Programming Languages: A Laboratory Based ApproachAddison Wesley, 1994
This text developed out of our experiences teaching courses covering the formal semantics of programming languages. Independently we both developed laboratory exercises implementing small programming languages in Prolog following denotational definitions. Prolog proved to be an excellent tool for illustrating the formal semantics of programming...
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